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Abstract 

In part A the paper undertakes a literary review of the different paradigms within Sustainable 

Development and uses an assessment map to plot their positions relative to axes defining the 

extremes of the field of Sustainable Development; namely People-Power, Nature-Humanity. 

The resulting positional analysis of the paradigms reveals the objective strengths of Systems Theory 

amongst the other paradigms and a top heavy graphical weighting (towards power) which supports 

the notion that there is insufficient dialogue at the lower ‘lay level’ (towards people).  

In part B the paper investigates this lack of dialogue through conclusions drawn from interviews 

(appendix 1) with independent development practitioners (people) and a review of the State’s (power) 

national policy framework on Sustainable Development in South Africa - in order to assess the 

provision for participation by the State. Following this, a review of the 2009 WWF Report on Best 

Policy Scorecards, looks at international policy advancements and confirms South Africa’s 

participation at the international level. 

Looking at the mission statements of civil society as represented by NGO’s and the Church then finds 

congruence with the aims and objectives of the State’s policy. The broadening of the debate through 

inclusion of all these actors in a network of participation with the inherent qualities of Systems Theory 

is proposed –aiming to forge a bridge between power and the people, thus reinvigorating the 

sustainability debate and accelerating positive change, at ground level. 

The picture below through its “Depth of field”, depicts a cross section of part of this context for 

Sustainable Development - from Cape Town’s ‘Coastal Park’ to Public Park - from the states services 

to the households and amenities of the people. 

 “Depth of field”, from ‘Coastal Park’ to Public Park 
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Introduction 

There is some concern amongst protagonists that the discourse on Sustainable Development has 

seen periods of inertia loss due, in part, to criticism of the all encompassing and deliberately broad but 

by now, seminal definition of Sustainable Development by Gro Harlem Brundtland in the 1987 WCED 

report, Our Common Future. (Sneddon, 2005: 253-268) It was defined in the report as “development 

that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs”. The very broadness of this definition has been its strength and it weakness. 

Strong in that after 25 years it still applies succinctly, weak in that this same broadness leaves it open 

to challenges – by those critical of its lack of direction and specificity. 

In Part A, The Paradigms of Sustainable Development, a literary review of the current worldviews 

seeks to understand their positioning within the overall landscape (or field) of Sustainable 

Development in order to identify areas of strengths and weakness¹. One of the paradigms reviewed, 

Systems Theory, deploys the method of ‘assessment mapping’, where the critical dimensions of a 

field are each depicted by an axis and the various different components of the field are analysed in 

their position relative to the field extremes. (Clayton 1996: 1-24)  

By combining application of this method of ‘assessment mapping’ with the broad and simple overview 

of the literary review, it becomes possible to position the paradigms within the assessment map, or 

graphic field, informed by their bias relative to the set of field extremes. In the same way as the 

astronaut’s perspective (Sachs, 1999:23-41) allows us to zoom out and begin to see the Earth in its 

context (in the famous photograph taken from Apollo 17, title picture, the ‘Blue Marble’) - this 

assessment map provides a simple means to zoom out, and visualize the complex field of 

Sustainable Development as a hub of interconnected worldviews.  

The “positional analysis” of this assessment map indicates the objective strength of Systems Theory 

and suggests a certain lack of discourse and ideology at the lay level (the people, represented by 

business, civil society and the individual) Incentives are needed from governments (power, 

represented by policy action and services) in order to improve participation of the actors/stakeholders 

at the local, national and international levels, in order to bring a guided Sustainable Development 

agenda to the lay audience. 

In Part B, “The Actors of Sustainable Development” the paper looks for evidence that this process of 

participation has been provided for by the state, the global forum and is engaging the people locally. 

Firstly a set of interviews of independent development practitioners surveys their positions in the field 

of practice following which, a review of the 2006 draft policy document “People- Planet – Prosperity; 

A Strategic Framework for Sustainable Development in South Africa”– specifically its chapter 4, 

“Making it happen” – the role of implementation and the actors” (DEAT, 2006:5-15 & 82-91)² 

highlights the roles of these “actors” in the policy.  

Then in order to confirm SA’s participation at the international level a review of the 2009 WWF Report 

‘‘Scorecards on best and worst policies for a green new deal” is included. Lastly a search for 

NGO’s and civil society’s agendas is undertaken to assess their positions - relative to government and 

policy, and proposes that Systems Theory can play a part in the participation process at this level.  

 

¹ For the purposes of this paper it is assumed that the literature reviewed provides sufficient cover of the field of Sustainable 
Development. 

² Although the policy was adopted in 2008 with no changes but for its more complex layout, the 2006 draft version is easier to 

read and is therefore used here. 
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Systems Theory and Complexity Thinking 

 

General systems theory “provides a multi-dimensional framework in which information from different 

disciplines can be integrated without being forced into a one dimensional mapping” (Clayton, 1996: 1-

24) The world can be seen as a large complex system containing complex ecological, geographical 

and biological sub-systems. Complex systems by nature have numerous tiers of subsystems and 

behave in any number of different ways depending on their inputs, conditions of their initiation and 

their interaction with other systems. Simple systems by comparison can process quantitiative aspects, 

but cannot cope with the complexity of muliple dimensions and qualitative aspects. All systems exist 

in time and have operating thresholds beyond which they cannot function and will cease to exist. 

Being interelated, the demise of a system will directly affect its neighbouring systems. As this applies 

to subsystems within a parent system, loss of a subsystem means irreversible losses for the parent 

system. One can see immediatly how this relates to the Earth as a large and complex system and that 

“ the continuing survival of the human species depends on our avoiding an irreversible transition on a 

critical dimension.” (Clayton, 1996: 1-24) 

This ability to reach out, down and through various layers and tiers of systems is what makes 

Systems theory so adept at analysing sustainable development. In this regard sustainability 

assessment maps (SAM) are one of the main graphic tools of Systems Thinking. A SAM represents 

the critical range or ranges of a particular problem with an axis or axes. Priorities or agents of change 

are then mapped onto the axes, scored and compared with competitive options. The profiles of these 

options can then the evaluated relatively. (Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) Addressing straight 

forward issues of science, which are largely replicable, refutable and reductionist has perhaps been 

part of the reason why humanity has not sooner developed the capacity to see ahead to the looming 

poly-crisis. (Blewitt, 2008: 27-50) 

Nature’s living systems and humanity’ social systems have a high level of complexity. Analysing these 

systems requires a departure from the science based reductionist ways of thinking that we are used 

to. Our world of separate disciplines, each one with its own sets of rules and solutions has led to a 

type of contained or silo’d thinking. Complexity calls on us to break from these entrenched ways and 

look for deep and dynamic connections and integrations between the systems we need to overhaul. 

(Clayton& Radcliffe , 1996: 1-24) 

A Systems approach seeks to weight equally the connections between objects with their identification. 

Interactions between objects are causal directional and can multiply, setting up chains of cause and 

effect relationships. Components and causes in these chains can direct a return back to the previous 

state – forming a feedback loop. Loops that reinforce their cycle have positive feedback whereas 

loops that slow down or dissipate are negative feedback loops. (Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) 

Systems can have loops that intersect and over time affect each other’s thresholds for regulation. 

Hierarchies within the system regulate behaviours and control systems outcomes either positively or 

negatively. Information moves around the system affecting its regulation. There is feedback between 

system components that regulate and are regulated. The feedback loops serve to carry this 

information forming the basis for intra systems communication. Early applications in the field of 

cybernetics explored systems communication while more recent systems theory views on 

communication include more complex types of communication with meaning attached. (Clayton & 

Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) 

Closed systems are essentially isolated and thus with unchanging components will eventually arrive 

at a state of equilibrium, but as they are not exempt from the second law of thermodynamics they will 

tend towards a higher state of entropy – that it to say they will eventually break down and fall apart. 

Open systems on the other hand are open to receiving new inputs which can improve the system 
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overall and create compound layers of higher order and lower entropy. (Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996: 1-

24) 

As the concept of a system forms in one’s mind, one can see how systems can be grouped into 

different classes. There are five main classes of systems. Quantum physics, cosmology and climate 

are natural systems, machines are designed systems, where as mathematics is a designed abstract 

system. Political structures are human activity systems and transcendental systems are those beyond 

knowledge. (Clayton, & Radcliffe 1996: 1-24) 

When creating model systems that represent real world larger systems we need a high level of validity 

if the model systems results are to prove reliable. It is essential to capture and reflect the structure of 

the referred system and check that the model system displays the same qualities. If the model then 

actually behaves like the real system under the same given parameters it should then be useful in 

application and provide answers and information pertinent to the studying of the referred system. 

(Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) 

The behaviour of dynamic systems can be grouped in to four classes; fixed, periodic, chaotic and the 

edge of Chaos. Fixed systems, display strong stability, with few connections between their system 

elements perturbations are not transmitted far. Periodic systems, also stable, run through predictable 

cycles. Chaotic systems, by comparison nondeterministic, can behave in an unpredictable way, 

displaying reactions/outputs out of proportion to the respective inputs. Importantly these dynamic 

systems with all their emergant behavioural properties can be ordered and stable and it is important to 

note that “[t]his stability can be an emergent property, a function of the interaction, of individual 

element in the system” (Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) 

Adaptive systems are a special subset of complex systems. They are unique in that they interact with 

their environment. Living systems display these characteristics and it can be seen how they adapt to 

varying conditions in their environment. Evolution is an example of this. However the capacity of these 

adaptive systems to cope with fast change in their environment is limited. They are better adept at 

responding to slow repetitive and incremental variations. (Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) 

It is clear that Systems Theory possesses a central unbiased position in the debate on Sustainable 

Development, due to its ability to map and replicate the very systems that occur across the natural 

and human world. Being objectively based in systems functions it can transcend the more subjective 

debates on culture and politics. From mathematic to machines, from Quantum physics to cosmology, 

from Climate change to political structures – application of systems thinking in the modelling of these 

complex systems will assist us not only to study these real life systems – but also to test them and 

predict them! Its position in the field must be centre-middle! 

 
Early deforestation – forests are an example of a natural system (Orr, 1957:35) 
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Deep Ecology 

Deep Ecology originating in the 1960’s emphasizes the philosophy that humans are ‘a part of’ Nature 

and not ‘apart from’ Nature. For many laypeople this is the heart of deep ecology that resonates with 

them at a basic level because it binds us not only to Nature but into Nature, satisfying a basic natural 

emotion amongst humans to belong. As humans we identify with Nature and see it as a maternal 

force giving life to us and the planet. Despite this reverence the human impact on Nature (the 

ecology) through the 17th to 19th century agricultural and then the industrial revolution has been 

significant and largely negative. Deep Ecology has a the central objective of “ecocentrism”, ”wide 

sustainability”, “complexity, not complication” and “rejection of man-in-environment image in favour of 

a relational, total field image” (Devall, 2001: 18-41 citing Naess, 1973). Arne Naess, 1973 outlines 

Shallow Ecology on the other hand as “The fight against pollution and resource depletion, Central 

objective: the health and affluence of people in the developed countries” (Devall, 2001: 18-41 citing 

Naess, 1973). 

 

George Sessions and Bill Devall, 1985, identified a series of ethico-political principles developed from 

the work by Naess. (Blewitt, 2008: 29-31) As Deep Ecology sees humans as part of nature and not 

superior to it, this modern techno-industrial view held by humanity, has lead us to the elevated but 

distorted idea of dominance – humanity’s dominance over nature, men’s dominance over woman, the 

rich’s dominance over the poor and the west’s dominance over non western cultures (Blewitt 2008). 

Development of this argument held that there is a biocentric equality between man and nature, which 

is intimately linked to human self realization. When we harm nature we harm ourselves, everything is 

related. Naess held that “maximum self realization means maximum realizations of all manifestations 

of life” (Blewitt, 2008: 29-31) 

 

Box 1:- Arne Naess and George Sessions, while camping in the California desert in 1984 compiled 

the Platform for Deep ecology: - (condensed here by Schumacher College participants, 1995 from 

Harding, 2006) 

 

1. All life has value in itself, independent of its usefulness to humans. 

2. Richness and diversity contribute to life’s well being, and have value in themselves. 

3. Humans have no right to reduce this richness and diversity except to satisfy vital needs in a 

responsible way. 

4. The impact of humans in the world is excessive and rapidly getting worse. 

5. Human lifestyles and population are key elements of this impact. 

6. The diversity of life, including cultures, can flourish only with reduced human impact. 

7. Basic ideological, political, economic and technological structures must therefore change. 

8. Those who accept the foregoing points have an obligation to participate in implementing the 

necessary changes and to do so peacefully and democratically. 

 

Reluctant to use the deep and shallow references Naess prefers to use the word supporter, believing 

that a number of different principles will apply and appeal to varying different viewpoints. [Naess] 

wants his ‘ecosophy’, defined as a philosophy of ecological harmony or equilibrium (Devall 2001) to 

provoke questions about matters of ecology, life and death and to outline implications for real-world 

issues such as lifestyle (Blewitt, 2008: 29-31) Ramachandra Guha, 1989, warns that deep ecology, in 

its commitment to biocentrism and wilderness preservation, diminishes the needs of humans in that 

ecological degradation effects not only the environment but also the poor who depend on it (Blewitt, 

2008: 29-31) 

 

Deep Ecology with its strong ecocentric bias and capacity to function as a moral compass for the 

people, locates its position in the field - middle left. Shallow Ecology by comparison locates towards 

the anthropocentric bias – middle right 
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Eco-feminism 

Eco-feminism holds that it is our relationships that make us human (Blewitt, 2008: 32-33) and tells the 

story of how women around the world, especially amongst the poor, are left to deal with the result of 

the environmental damage and pollution. It is amongst the poor where woman have to walk further for 

water, can find less firewood for cooking and can find less on the land to support a subsistence 

existence. “Environmental degradation and exploitation are feminist issues because they are 

fundamentally to do with relations of oppression and as such are pertinent to the experience of 

women in the developing and developed world, where they often seem to bear the brunt of social and 

ecological hardships” (Blewitt, 2008: 32-33, citing Warren) 

 

The platform of ecofeminism seeks to resist the “global forces of capital patriarchy, which 

simultaneously homogenises and fragments” (Mies & Shiva, 1993: 5-20). Feminism affirms that the 

predominantly patriarchal western view of the world with man dominant over nature has led to other 

dominances – man over woman, rich over poor and west over non-western. Ecofeminism deliberates 

on this taking it further and combining it with contetemporary environmental concerns. The logic of 

modernity’s enlightenment is rejected by Ecofeminism as it involves the notion “that Mans freedom 

and happiness depend on an ongoing process of emancipation from Nature, on independence from 

and dominance over natural processes by the power of reason and rationality” (Mies & Shiva, 1993: 

5-20). Ecofeminism thereby seeks a new type of freedom – one that works within the boundaries of 

nature and seeks a new form of anthropology in which a human inclusive nature is maintained 

through co-operation, love and mutual care (Mies & Shiva, 1993: 5-20). 

 

Box 2:- Eight major boundary conditions for a feminist ethic, as identified by Karen Warren  

(Blewitt, 2008:32-33). 

 

1. No ‘-ism’ that promotes social domination is acceptable (classism, racism or sexism) 

2. Ethical discourse and practice must be contextual, in other words, must emerge from the voices 

of the people sited in different historical circumstances 

3. A feminist ethic must incorporate a range of woman voices from different cultures and traditions; 

must be pluralistic 

4. Ethics are always in process, changing over time.  

5. Inclusiveness in a guiding evaluative principle of a feminist ethic. 

6. Feminist ethics are not value neutral but offer inclusivity, a better bias. 

7. A feminist ethics offers a central place for values that have been conventionally downplayed or 

misrepresented (for example care, love, trust and friendship) 

8. A feminist ethic reconceptualises what it is to be human – there can be no such thing as a gender 

free or gender neutral ‘mankind’, no abstract individualism. 

 

Policies of equalization offering to emancipate women – allowing them to ‘catch up’ with men - 

through a process of positive discrimination have been rejected as many feminists are refusing to 

share men’s privileges within the current capitalist-patriarchal society (Mies & Shiva, 1993: 5-20). 

The dominance of Global over local is a prime concern as large multi-national corporations move into 

poorer countries and “democratically” build dams, for instance, all under the pretext of benefit for the 

locals. In India, in the Tehri and Narmada Valley projects, only as the context of these dam building 

projects revealed itself to the various different affected communities did they realize that what they 

were led to believe were projects in the national interest were in fact in the narrow political and 

economic interests of a handful of politicians and industrialists (Mies & Shiva, 1993: 5-20). 

 

It is evident that Ecofeminism shares many values with Deep Ecology and likewise acts as a moral 

compass. Assuming more of a social agenda it locates in the field - middle lower left. 
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Social Ecology 

 

Social ecology has its roots in the 1960's writings of Murray Bookchin, who is critical of Deep Ecology 

as being vague, formless and self- contradictory because it is essentially ecology focussed, while 

Social Ecology holds humanity and the ecology bound together. The study of the ecology concerns 

itself with organisms in their environments, whereas social ecology looks to study the relationships 

between humans and their environments. 

It holds that mans domination over nature is a reflection of his domination over others. Taking cues 

from indigenous people Bookchin, sought better ways to live with Nature as opposed to dominating or 

exploiting her (Blewitt, 2008: 33-34). Social ecologists argue that the causes of most significant 

ecological dislocations of the last two centuries have cultural, ethnic, gender and economic causes at 

their roots. (Bookchin cited in Blewitt, 2008: 33-34) Bookchin holds that the domination of nature by 

man reaches critical proportions under capitalism (ibid.)  

“The notion that man must dominate emerges directly from the domination of man by man ....but it 

was not until organic community relation ... Dissolved into market relationships that the planet itself 

was reduced to a resource for exploitation. This century’s long tendency finds its most exacerbating 

development in modern capitalism. Owing to its inherently competitive nature, bourgeois society not 

only pits humans against each other, it also pits the mass of humanity against the natural world.  Just 

as men are converted into commodities, so every aspect of nature is converted into a commodity, a 

resource to be manufactured and merchandised wantonly..... The plundering of the human spirit by 

the by the market place is paralleled by the plundering of the earth by capital (Bookchin, 2004) 

 

Bioregionalism  

Bioregionalism is a cultural, political and ecological set of views based on natural bioregions that are 

defined by physical environmental features, soil conditions, watersheds and terrain.  

The Urbanist Lewis Mumford expounded the idea that the there is a bond between human social 

organisation, economic production and the ecology and that a sensitive balance could be achieved 

through the appropriate planning of settlements within these regions. “What should emerge is a 

‘dynamic equilibrium’, with a conservation ethic replacing the all too apparent ‘reckless pillage’.” 

(Mumford cited in Blewitt, 2008:35-36) Mumford’s new cities would be decentralized ‘Utopias’ which 

would encompass equilibrium in the environment, industry and in population. (Blewitt, 2008: 35-36) 

1. Equilibrium in the environment would entail the restoration of soils and conservation of the 

environment, the use of ‘kinetic’ energy from the wind, falling water and the sun and large scale 

recycling of scrap metals. “The conservation of the environment itself is a resource, the fitting of 

human needs into the pattern formed by the region as a whole” (Mumford cited Blewitt, 2008:35-

36). 

2. Equilibrium in industry and agriculture was to be achieved via decentralizing the population into 

new centres to establish a balance of sufficient industry across the various regions. Garden 

allotments would supply local markets and only specialized farming would be reserved for 

exports. As these new self sufficient modes of living were to be established it would in turn 

diminish the raison d’être of capitalism (Mumford cited in Blewitt, 2008:35-36). 

3. Equilibrium in population would ensue the balancing of birth and death rates, resulting from the 

replacement of ‘blighted industrial areas’ with “a rational resettlement of the entire planet into 

regions more favourable to human habitation.” (Mumford cited in Blewitt, 2008:35-36) 
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Mumford like others in his field emphasized that we have ecologically abused the areas we live in 

becoming socially alienated, and need to re-inhabit them in order to recover what it means to be 

‘native’. This ecological identity needs nurturing and our relationship with the environment needs 

refreshing. 

For bio regionalist Peter Berg, 1992 it is about “...putting regional and urban design on a natural 

foundation.” Urban areas are all situated within local Bioregions within which they can be made self 

reliant and sustainable.” “The unique soils, watersheds, native plants and animals, climate, seasonal 

variations and other characteristics that are present in the geographical life-place where a city is 

located constitute the basic context for securing essential resources of food water energy and 

materials. For this to happen in a sustainable way, cities must identify with and put themselves in 

balanced reciprocity with natural Systems” The emphasis on social aspects and settlements suggests 

a field position on the assessment map of upper right. 

 

EM: Ecological Modernisation 

“Ecological Modernisation is currently the dominant environmental social science, environmental 

sociology or environmental policy theory” (Buttel cited in Korhonen, 2008: 1331-1346). It promotes the 

progress of a sustainable modernity and sees the future ecologically sustainable society as a logical 

continuum from the past and present (Welford cited in Korhonen, 2008: 1331-1346). It was developed 

as a critical response to Deep Ecology and radical environmentalism, and seeks to shift the focus 

away from faliures of the state to the successes of technological modernization. 

EM seeks to build on the structures of the present, turning them into the successes of the future as 

opposed to dismantling them. The state, scientists, business and technology are all agents of change 

and the natural environment has a new financial value that makes it possible to factor into the 

economic process. To this end by reducing the environmental damage caused per unit of output, EM 

can increase the environmental efficiency of the economy (Welford cited in Korhonen, 2008: 1331-

1346). The main tool of Ecological Modernisation is therefore ecological efficiency (EE), a techno-fix 

solution influenced by neoclassical economics and the business world (Korhonen, 2008: 1331-1346). 

It is with this in mind that one can see how EM can serve to “cover for business as usual  with a slight 

green tinge” (Gibbs cited Korhonen , 2008: 1331-1346).  

 
Farmers study methods of winning more food from “under developed” lands. (Orr, 1957:66) 
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As attractive and tempting as it may seem to apply EM as a total solution it has limitations and 

challenges that need addressing in depth. Jouni Korhonen, 2005 lists eight challenges or aspects of 

EM that need assessment and testing. 

 

1. Ecological efficiency measures should not be deployed in isolation of substitution measures 

(where toxic resources and materials must be substituted for non toxic alternatives). 

2. As EE prefers to work within current structures, it lacks the capacity to substitute cultural 

positions, where the new position could significantly alter production cycles for the better. 

3. The values EE attaches to the ecology are quantitative and not qualitative, leaving social, 

environmental and cultural aspects nondescript and without value.  

4. EE focuses scientifically on absolute gains whereas the actual relative gains to a system may 

be in the negative. The rebound effects of incentives offered to increase efficiency can 

actually drive consumption up; ultimately counter the initial aims to bring consumption down. 

5. Exporting and importing leads to product usage away from the source of production which 

complicates efficiency studies. It is important to first determine the systems boundaries as 

suboptimal gains at the small scale may be important for beneficial (but initially concealed) 

optimal gains at the larger level. 

6. EM tends to drive universal and technocratic definitions; of things like waste, regulating and 

restricting the way it is handled, whereas waste in other (poor) cultures is seen as a resource 

and possibly sometimes the only one.  

7. EM focuses on the current impacts of development and whilst current impacts are 

increasingly better understood – future impacts are still not properly considered. Analysing 

future impacts will lead to better preventative and curative measures. 

8. EM’s preoccupation with investment in energy efficiency can lead to the short term ‘lock in’ of 

technology that ultimately holds back the competitor. The temptation to solve things in the 

short term is strong, so long term options must always be considered in tandem. A long term 

investment in technology that begins to show returns later on in the future will likely be the 

more sustainable path. 

 

There is within EM, a further split between the ‘week’ and ‘strong’ arguments (Christoff cited in Blewitt, 

2008:35-36). The former argues for steady continuous change and economic growth while at the 

same time protecting the environment whereas the latter calls more strongly for change, a shift in 

thinking, a break from business as usual and an arresting of economic growth. (Welford cited in 

Korhonen, 2008: 1331-1346). Unresolved tensions also remain around the issues of EM’s background 

(economist or ecological?), its bases (national or international?), its direction (one or multiple paths to 

EM?) and its participation (citizens or experts only?) (Christoff cited in Blewitt, 2008:35-36) 

Clayton and Radcliffe, highlight these weaknesses again. In Sustainability; a Systems Approach, 

1996 they say Environmental Economics in its attempt to assign values to ecological and social 

phenomena, so that they can be brought into one cost benefit analysis and one decision making 

framework is “one approach [trying] to map all the relevant information into one domain”. (Clayton & 

Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) They list three problems with this approach. Firstly, by providing greatest 

simplicity in the final decision, the process, by the same token experiences the greatest loss of 

information – the basis of the complexity we are challenged with understanding. Next they hold that 

such an approach, instead of assisting our understanding – can actually detract from the essential act 

of complete understanding. And lastly they assert that the use of a single index, within a world that 

relates information to power, runs the risk of not being able to convey the values and weightings 

attached to a wide range of factors which get lost in the processing of data and the final outcome 

does not have the capacity to convey the choice of methodolgy  - often the most signifcant part of the 

process. (Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996: 1-24) 
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Ecological Modernisation due to its technical strength and its reductionist weaknesses is therefore 

seen as a tool, an effective and sophisticated one but nonetheless a tool - to be used as a step on the 

path toward Sustainable Development governed by long term SD goals that go beyond EE 

(Korhonen, 2008: 1331-1346). Due to its mechanistic, technocratic and industrial bias EM locates in 

the upper section of the field, more specifically strong EM locates upper left and weak EM locates 

upper right. 

 

Gaia Theory  

 

The Gaia hypothesis, named after the Greek goddess of the Earth, was crystallised as a theory in 

1970 by the British chemist James Lovelock and Lyn Margulis and is a “clear example of systems 

thinking”. (Blewitt, 2008:45-47) 

Gaia theory holds that the earth’s systems are held in a dynamic and inter connected balance with 

each other, which enables them to come together as a whole self regulating system. Lovelock was 

working for NASA on detecting life on Mars via spectral analysis of its atmosphere when he 

developed his hypothesis that the more stable a planet’s atmosphere - the less likely there is to be life 

on that planet (Lovelock & Giffin, 1969). Earth by comparison he stated has an atmosphere with a 

dynamnic mix of gases held in a precarious balance, affected and in part, regulated by the life giving 

functions on the earths crust. (Lovelock & Giffin, 1969). 

Lovelock therefore held that the the Earth’s atmospheric composition and the chemical composition 

of, not only its living skin and the seas, but also of the rocks are held in a delicate balance, a dynamic 

and complex set of systems with the capacity for self regulation born out of its collective life force. 

(ibid.) These feedback loops in the weather and biosystems reflect a strong application of systems 

theory, and modelling of these natural systems is a growing science. 

Stephen Harding, developing the Gaian theory, wrote in 2006 that “...we cannot destroy Gaia. It will 

always return, re-emerge, but nonetheless by promoting nature-destroying, climate-warming 

economic growth we could initiate catastrophic Gaian feedbacks which will eliminate many future 

possibilities”. (Harding cited in Blewitt, 2008:45-47) This statement clearly shows how Gaian theory 

will find itself opposing the “carbon-based economic development” (Blewitt, 2008:45-47) the world is 

built upon and in particular will it find resistance from the developing Nations as it requires them to 

forego this carbon based development that the developed nations have already benifitted from. The 

strong ecocentric but emotionally accessible quality of Gaia assumes a field position – lower left.  

TEK; Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge is reinforced by the fact that the language and knowledge used by 

indigenous and aboriginal peoples bind the individual and the community together and to their roots 

which in turn are deeply embedded in a sense of place (Cheney cited in Blewitt 2008: 36-39) 

Environmental Philosopher Jim Cheney holds that Nature has always spoken to us through a complex 

set of myths and images of its needs for us, but western development has restricted our abilities to 

acquire and interpret these messages necessary to mediate our relationship with one another and 

with the land. (Blewitt 2008: 36-39) Indegenious people have seen their bioregeions and communities 

destroyed by industry and it has dislocated them from their roots and culture. Political oppression 

exacertbates this disconnection, resulting in loss of culture and dignity, alcoholism and poor health 

across their population. Respect for each other and for the land is key, but it is lost. (ibid.) 

“The Earth is the progenitor of everyone and everything and as such all living things are a part of one 

family” (Blewitt 2008: 36-39). The idea of owning land is unknown because we all belong to the land, 
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The land speaks to us in ‘songlines’ and dreams, revealing its wisdom, recalling the past and 

foreseeing the future (Randall cited in Blewitt 2008: 36-39). 

TEK is close to Permaculture where everything is used and respected and nothing is wasted. Cheney 

stresses that to apprehend the “sacred” in the Earth, as indigenous peoples do, may enable 

westerners to understand existing as something more than human (Randall cited in Blewitt 2008: 36-

39).TEK as a strong body of knowledge that resonates with the people; finds field position – lower left. 

The Graphic Field of Sustainable Development and its paradigms 

Applying similar logic to the “sustainability assessment maps” of Systems Theory the dimensions of 

the field are each represented as an axis. In this case the field extremes are left to right - the eco to 

anthropocentric positions respectively and their relevant associated positions such as Humanity - 

Nature and; top to bottom - the power and the people, and their relevant associated positions such as 

Rich & Poor, developed countries of the North & developing countries of the South. 

In the same way that Systems Theory uses the tool of ‘assessment maps’ the paper seeks application 

of this idea of a graphical depiction - of the overall sustainability discourse as a field or a landscape, a 

‘road map’ of sorts, within which the various different paradigms or worldviews of sustainable 

development are positioned. Each paradigm’s positioning relative to the axes (or field extremes) is 

assisted by the literary review which provides insight into the bias of the paradigms relative to the 

various axes – a type of “positional analysis”. (Clayton 1996) 

By way of this analysis the paper therefore proposes that Systems Theory in its immediate application 

of the assessment map and its objective ‘central/neutral’ positioning within the map indicates potential 

strength while the other paradigms closer to the edges of the map hold bias, in this context seen as a 

form of weakness. The overall weighting/positioning of the paradigms in the field/map reveals ‘blank’ 

areas suggesting a lack of discourse and it is therefore suggested that the essential debate thus far, 

has been couched upon an academic pedestal which, from inception, has been adrift from the base of 

civil society and popular debate. 

Links are needed in these blank areas to connect to the theory to the ‘lay’ individual, the various 

worldviews to each other and the axis extremes – power to the people (rich to the poor) and the 

anthropocentric to the ecocentric positions (humanity to nature). These links, based in lay language 

will assist with the enlightenment of ‘people’ in the field. The layperson’s understanding grows as the 

paradigms and the policies become main stream and filter down into the lay realm. Discussion and 

understanding of Sustainable Development at the peoples/lay level is increasing – stimulating debate 

around the core issues, in turn ‘linking’ the individual to the philosophy. A picture of the field of 

Sustainable Development as a network of interconnected paradigms with linking functions develops 

and a dynamic ‘system of discourse’ emerges. If Systems Theory logic were applied to this dynamic 

‘system of discourse’ might accelerated growth and evolution of the system be guided by a Systems 

Theory approach? 

The paradigms are bound by the edges of their own discourse. Taking an organic view these edges, 

being the fringe of each paradigm (as opposed to their core) tend to be ‘soft’, flexible and forgiving. 

This seemingly natural tendency allows for sharing and overlapping of values. This is also critical to 

our human nature – we must be able to relate to one another via our ‘edges’. The edges in turn relate 

back to the core and vice versa. The core is held tight, but can be affected by new stimuli reaching it. 

These stimuli filter in from the edges, some brought in selectively, others more forcefully. 

The filters of these stimuli are regulated by the core which houses determination. If the paradigms 

core is isolationist the filters will let little through. If the core is inclusionist, it will be open to new 

values and if pertinent, will subsume them and will change slightly each time this happens. The more 

it exchanges ideas, the more flexible and resilient it becomes. The more resilient the paradigms 
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content the more successful the paradigm - its logic will stand up to argument. All previous exchanges 

prepare it for dialogue with other players on different levels and topics. 

The benefit of being open should lead to growth and greater resilience as it facilitates adaptation to 

the changing context. The paradigm must also reach out, to spread its views and gain support. But 

one can see that for those paradigms that are open, all the in and out going stimuli could also have a 

negative effect – they must have a core that holds true to itself or risk corrosion of the ideal. Similarly 

Systems theory holds that it is open systems that tend towards a low state of entropy, can generate 

resilience and last. 

In the same way that the entire set of paradigms share and are bound by the edges of the dynamic 

context, so the core ideal of the context, Sustainable Development, is common to the core ideals of 

the different paradigms. Congruence amongst them should be high, but differences occur where each 

paradigm/worldview has its own set of priorities. The broad definition the term Sustainable 

Development allows for these different priorities - divided mainly between the eco and anthropocentric 

biases and policies that prioritize the rich or the poor. Whilst these poles may always exist – through 

accessible discourse - they can be brought closer together.  

 

Assessment map of the Paradigms of Sustainable Development - “the Graphic Field” 
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Conclusion 

Concern amongst protagonists that the discourse on Sustainable Development has seen periods of 

inertia loss may be valid, as public enthusiasm for the topic has waxed and waned and there is 

perceived internal conflict, but the overview as represented by the paradigms in this literary review, 

not entirely exhausted by any means, clearly indicates the considerable depths of the discourse. 

The literary review of the paradigms provided insight into their background, their worldview direction, 

their strengths and their weaknesses. Of the paradigms reviewed, Systems Theory, showed signs of 

immediate application by way of ‘assessment mapping’, the various other different component 

paradigms of the field of Sustainable Development into positions relative to the fields extremes – the 

Eco and Anthropocentric positions and the People and Power. 

Application of this ‘assessment map’ made it possible to provide a broad and simple overview of the 

paradigms – zooming out the way one does in the astronaut’s perspective. The use of the 

assessment map and the positioning of Systems Theory within the map as neutral and central are 

indications of its potential for application and its strength in holding the central objective viewpoint. 

This very neutrality however, tends to suggest it may be more of a tool or a lens – than an actual 

worldview in it s own right. 

While other paradigms have their strengths - their positions, closer to the edge of the assessment 

map - reveal their bias towards those respective extremes. This bias weakens these paradigms 

capacity to lead the discourse from a central, core, objective position. Another important result is that 

the overall weighting or positioning of the paradigms in the field reveals ‘blank’ areas in the ‘peoples’ 

zone, indicating insufficient discourse and ideology at the lay level. 

In part B, the paper suggests ways to improve the Sustainable Development discussion at the lay 

level, by looking at the “Actors” in the field (Government, civil society, business and the individual) 

their views and their proximity to government, and the states provision for participation through policy 

that supports it. 
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Introduction 

In Part B of the paper, the different actors and their roles are reviewed and the potential for Systems 

Theory is proposed as an application to aid and enhance the participation of these actors - namely the 

state, civil Society, business and the individual.  

 

Firstly, interviews with three independent development practitioners (see appendix pg.) set out to 

assess where they currently see business and themselves within the market of Sustainable 

Development in South Africa.  

 

Then, indications that these practioners are lacking leadership, leads to a review of the States policy 

People-Planet-Prosperity: A Strategic Framework for Sustainable Development in South 
Africa, to assess the position of the South African Government on Sustainable Development and its 

provision for the inclusion and participation of these various “actors” with the state. 

In turn, evidence of the States participation at the international level is confirmed in a review of the 

2009 WWF Report ‘‘Scorecards on best and worst policies for a green new deal”. 

 

Finally, the paper looks at Civil Society, to find its roles and its position in the mission and vision 

statements of two parent bodies representing the Church and South African NGO’s. 

 

The paper finds that whilst the various different private actors, represented above, are focussed on 

guiding their respective practices with sustainability ideals, they are in need of guidance and 

leadership in the form of policy and incentives from the state and contact with each other through 

state guided participation.  

 

As the actors are all linked via intranets and the internet - it is clear that these networks are one of the 

main tools for participation. Being a type of system it is suggested that these network tools, dedicated 

to improving levels of sustainability, could apply Systems Theory and be programmed with a 

Sustainable Development “imperative”. 
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Independent development practitioners 

 

Independent development practitioners are the front row individuals of the grass roots movement, 

breaking away from conventional market employment; many of them are cutting their own path. Being 

essentially entrepreneurial they are key players in the employment, training and mentoring of new 

practitioners. In appendix 1 three practioners were interviewed in order to assess their proximity to the 

core ideology and debate on Sustainable Development. Coming from backgrounds in Architecture, 

Freelance Consulting and the Media, they all have adopted Sustainable Development ideals as the 

core driver of their business strategy and are committed to its extended practice in both their 

businesses and their private lives.  

 

The interviews reveal that there is still a lack of engagement between structures of power and these 

people – also reflected in their business and private lives. Professionally they are in need of policy to 

reach out and guide them; at home they need government to respond to their domestic efforts and 

reciprocate by providing recycled collection and better incentives to invest in solar power, solar hot 

water and energy saving solutions. What still needs to be done in order to bring these players 

together? 

 

In the first instance the practioners themselves must formalize their relationships with the 

organisations and institutions that will be instrument in representing them. Architects for instance are 

represented in their efforts at Sustainable Building by the Green Building Council of South Africa. As 

architecture is a regulated profession (the profession requires members to be registered with the SA 

Council for the Architectural profession) it is to be expected that other formal established 

organisations like the GBCSA will flow from this regulation. But less regulated industries like the 

Media and Freelance consulting has few options like this to consider and in most cases will have to 

opt for more broader based or trans disciplinary organisations – which might be scarce and difficult to 

find. 

 

In the second instance the State must involve these individuals and the other stakeholders, business 

and civil society through a coordinated process of participation. To assess the application of these 

mechanisms to facilitate this participation - the paper reviews the South African draft policy below on 

Sustainable Development at the national level and then reviews a 2009 WWF report on participation 

and feedback at the international level.  

 

 

PEOPLE - PLANET - PROSPERITY: 

A Strategic Framework for Sustainable Development in South Africa 

Adopted in 2008 

 

In a review of the Executive summary, (2006 Draft) ³ all areas relevant to participation have been 

highlighted. The context is that of global sustainable development looking at the Millennium 

Development Goals and the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (JPOI). The interdependence 

between “People, Planet and Prosperity” highlights the MDG targets and the related health 

implications. The World Health Organisation states the benefits of these targets outweighs their costs 

by 8:1. SA development paths are not sustainable in the long term highlighting the inequitable 

distribution of wealth and resources. 

 
³ Although the policy was adopted in 2008 with no changes but for its more complex layout, the 2006 draft version is referred to 

here as it easier to read. 
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“Fundamental to understanding sustainable development is recognising the interdependence between 

the way in which we devise and manage our economic, social and environmental systems.” (pg 9, 

NFSD)  

 

The purpose and structure of the framework is to pronounce SA's national vision for Sustainable 

Development and to re-orientate its development path towards sustainability. The report is not yet 

detailed - it provides a national vision, trends, strategic priorities and implementation measures. The 

framework is intended for use by all social partners and organs of state at national, provincial 

and municipal levels to establish a coherent and mutually consistent system aimed at the promotion 

of sustainable development. Key components are; a national vision for Sustainable Development, 

trends and implications, priority areas for strategic intervention and making it happen. 

 

SA has new international obligations to specific commitments in Sustainable Development. SA’s 

vision is supported by its new constitution the MDG, the JPOI and the government’s socio-economic 

policies. “South Africa aspires to be a sustainable, economically prosperous and self-reliant nation 

state that safeguards its democracy by meeting the fundamental human needs of its people, by 

managing its limited ecological resources responsibly for current and future generations, and by 

advancing efficient and effective integrated planning and governance through national, regional and 

global collaboration.” (pg 9, NFSD)  

 

The paper lists SA’s principles in three tiers, “first order” principles support human rights, and then 

“substantive principles” list sustainable conditions, also present in existing legislature and lastly 

“process principles” guide the implementation of the national framework. The focus on human rights 

as a first order principle positions the policy with a strong anthropocentric bias from the outset. 

 

Trends and implications looks at the effects of peak oil, globalization and climate change. These 

major trends and the more specific trends within these present risk and opportunity which the 

framework seeks to address. Resource use and the economic liberation of the poor are the focus in a 

bid to decouple resource use from economic growth and poverty eradication. SA’s fiscal policy also 

needs to address these trends in the long term in order to mitigate the effects of unsustainable 

development. 

 

Trends in the country’s governance are generally coherent at the higher level but governance needs 

enhancing at the municipal level, civil society and the private sector where more independent 

monitors are required to measure and accredit performance. 

 

Areas for strategic intervention are listed as:- 

• Enhancing systems for integrated planning and implementation 

• Sustaining our ecosystems and using resources sustainably 

• Investing in sustainable economic development and infrastructure 

• Creating sustainable human settlements 

• Responding appropriately to emerging human development, economic and environmental 

challenges 

 

The final chapter looks at the implementation of the framework as an action plan, a roadmap for 

change. The need for an inclusive and ongoing consultative process is reinforced. Monitoring and 

evaluation will form new reporting systems that function as the compass for measuring progress. 

Successes will need building upon and failure will need corrective measures. 
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A review of Chapter Four – Making it Happen 

 

Set out in three parts, chapter four looks firstly at the need for a robust institutional framework 

essential for ensuring the integrated and coordinated execution of the strategy and its alignment with 

other strategies. The second part is the action plan or a “road map” outlining the processes of 

monitoring, evaluation and reporting, while the third part looks at ongoing communication and 

consulting, ensuring that all relevant stakeholders are on board for the journey and stay the 

course.  

 

Institutional framework for implementation 

 

Government recognises its responsibility to the global vision and responds at a national and local 

level with the introduction of the NFSD.  It first clarifies the stakeholders and their roles and functions. 

It includes all major sectors in society namely, labour, business and industry and civil society. 

It then describes the role of government as governed by the new constitution, its roll to coordinate 

the activities of its agents, provide direction through leadership, monitor and evaluate 

performance and to report back to the global community. 

  

The NSFD could potentially form the following functions:- 

• Coordinate the actions of stakeholders 

• Ensure alignment between objectives and targets (economic, social, environmental 

strategies) 

• Ensure sustainable development is considered in all decisions 

• Over see interventions and ensure actions and international obligations are met 

• Provide forums for all stakeholder to ensure the continued refinement of the NFSD 

• Provide a forum for senior government to develop approaches for implementation 

• Provide a channel for ongoing consultation & communication among all stakeholders 

(incl. outside govt.) 

• Facilitate and strengthen relationships and liaison between stakeholders 

• Facilitate Education and raise awareness among stakeholders 

• Mechanism for resolving disputes with regards to implementation and targets 

• Mechanism to monitor and evaluate performance and measure success of the NFSD 

 

The route to take in establishing an institutional framework for the NFSD is proposed along these 

lines:- 

1. A political champion for the NSFD with admin support, 

2. National level co-coordinating structure with defined roles, 

3. Roles and responsibilities of line function departments, 

4. Strengthen capacity of state organs to implement NFSD and sustainability considerations, 

5. Establish strong strategic partners in labour, business and civil society 

6. Mechanism at national level to monitor and review progress and achievement of targets 

7. To build capacity for understanding the NFSD within parliament, province and 

municipal levels 

 

Processes to be followed in implementing the NSSD: 3 phases 

 

The successful implementation of the NSSD (once implemented it will be the National Strategy for 

Sustainable Development) will require it to be simple and well defined, well structured, managed and 

coordinated. It is important to have a clear action plan for implementation, prioritise actions and 

interventions, adopt a phased approach, integrate with economic policies and budgetary processes, 

act locally but monitor centrally and base all action on a participatory process. 
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The 3 phases are: - 

 

Phase 1: Visioning and Systems 

Formulation of a national vision, determine guiding principles, assess long term trends for 

implementation, planning monitoring and reporting systems, priority areas for strategy implementation 

and implementing quick wins. 

Quick wins and low hanging fruits are targeted for early results to utilise the motivation factor. 

 

Phase2: Preparing and Planning for Action 

Consolidate the framework, (key is the political champion for the NSSD), finalise national strategy and 

action plan, progress to date with performance relative to MDG and JPOI, mobilise resources. 

 

Phase 3: Roll out monitoring and review 

Implement action plan, monitor and evaluate ongoing performance, Quick win pilot projects – leading 

by example.  

Policy reviews, streamline governance structures, tools to measure SD indicators, gather stats, 

benchmarks, score card for stakeholders, Sector projects to report on SD objectives, periodical 

reviews of the NSSD 

 

Communication and consultation 

The national vision is the promotion of a sustainable lifestyle, requiring new attitudes to resource use 

and certain practices and behaviours. Intensive stakeholder participation is a critical part of 

communicating the NSSD and in the consultation and development of its action plan. 

To bring the NSSD to the stakeholders the following will be required:- Appropriate forums for 

dialogue and debate, networks to disseminate info to stakeholders, market campaigns on 

sustainability to consumers, generation of products that align with the NSSD, a network of 

experts, accurate feedback mechanisms and communication and consultation across all 

spheres. 

 

To successfully implement the NSSD and its targets the nation as a whole must share in the 

common vision. 

 

We can see by this review of the NSSD above that the South African Government has taken 

measured steps to make provision for participation at the National local level, but this would be 

dislocated in the global effort if it were not reinforced by participation at the international level. Review 

of the following 2009 WWF report: “Scorecards on best and worst policies for a green new deal” is 

evidence of participation at the international level in the processes of monitoring, evaluation and 

feedback. 
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WWF Report ‘‘Scorecards on best and worst policies for a green new deal” 

A review of the 2009 report 

 

In the 2009 WWF report, Scorecards on best and worst policies for a green new deal, it is 

encouraging to see that South Africa has 4 policies scored (see box). They are unfortunately scored 

below 10 thereby not making it onto the best policies list but it is nevertheless very encouraging to see 

that we are participating in the global arena and getting feedback on our national performance from a 

global forum. 

 

WWF Policy scorecard for South Africa (WWF 2009) 

1. Energy labelling for electronic devices     7 

2. Compact fluorescent light program     4 

3. Carbon tax component on new vehicles     4 

4. Gas Act: replacement of coal based fuel by natural gas   2 

 

The scoring is composed of 3 values, Green effects, Economic effects and Outreach – resulting in a 

total score. The countries scoring above a value of ten are appraised with “best scores”. There are 

currently ten countries leading with policy scores over ten. 

 

WWF Policy scorecard for Best Policies (WWF 2009) 

1. Germany  - Efficiency in buildings      17.2 
  - feed in tariffs,       15.0 

2. Mexico  - Bus rapid transport     14.2 

3. USA  - Weatherization     13.8 
  - Tax incentives for Renewables    13.7 

4. Brazil  - reducing emissions from deforestation   13.5 

5. Spain  - Solar thermal obligation    12.7 

6. Japan  - Top Runner standards     11.5 

7. India  - Compressed natural gas fuel obligation   11.0 

8. UK  - Energy efficiency commitment    10.8 

9. EU  - EU emission trading system    10.3 

10. China  - 1000 Enterprise program    10.2 

 

Note that more recent South African policies regarding feed in tariffs, efficiency in buildings and bus 

rapid transport and their implementation have all been initiated since this report.  

• The BRT systems are complete in some areas and work continues. 

• The new section of the National Buildings regulations 0400, part X has been implemented 

and its implementation is now compulsory in new buildings.  

• The original Feed in tariffs that the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) had 

offered to incentivise new alternative energy schemes were revised, causing ripples in the 

emerging SA market for renewables. Nevertheless there is a policy in place. 

Scorecard on Worst polices 

It is encouraging to see that South Africa is not on the worst scorecard list and is interesting to note 

the countries and policies that received the worst scorecards, what the policies are and how they are 

weighted. 
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WWF Policy scorecard for Worst Policies (WWF 2009) 

1. UK    - Regional governments were not allowed to go above national  
  commitments in their “Regional Spatial Plan”   -4 

2. China    - Tax incentives for buying cars     -6 

3. Turkey   - Biodiesel has special taxes on the prices of biodiesel   -7 

4. Netherlands   - Exemption of green houses for energy tax   -7 

5. Australia  - Subsidies for supply of electricity to the aluminium industry  -7 

6. South Korea   - Nuclear energy       -8 

7. Japan    - Nuclear energy       -8 

8. France    - Nuclear energy       -8 

9. Germany  - Subsidy based on distance travelled to work   -10 

10. Canada   - Tar sand       -10 

11. Germany  - Business cars subsidies      -11 

12. Spain   - Water management       -12 

13. Spain    - Coal subsidy        -13 

14. Germany  - Coal subsidy        -13  

 

The above WWF report not only provides an overview of the policies that are being implemented and 

their scoring, and the countries that are pursuing these Sustainable Development goals, it is also 

proof that there is a detailed review process at work at an international level. This is critical for the 

improvement and implementation of subsequent improved policies from more and more countries. It 

also provides countries with insight as to who is leading which fields and who to look to for advice and 

leadership. It is interesting to note that while countries like the US continue to refrain from the Kyoto 

protocol – they are still nevertheless investing in the policies, the technology and part of the review 

process. 

As this process of participation, monitoring and reviews is required and established at an international 

level between countries and the global advisors and watchdogs of Sustainable Development (WWF, 

ENEP, UNFCCC, IPCC among others) so is this process of participation, monitoring and reviews 

required and to be established at the intra-national level. The NSSD makes provisions for this, but it is 

evident that this participation process needs advancement. Government’s partners in this participation 

process are business, civil society and the individual (DEAT 2006) – they are the actors at the 

national level.  
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Finding new public ‘Actors’ to participate within the NSSD, South Africa 

Finding government policy on Sustainable development is one thing but to look for South African 

NGO’s that aren’t already involved one would have to focus on those with development practice 

agendas. To find these NGO’s the South African NGO Network is used. SANGONeT is a web based 

portal that facilitates searching for and interaction with NGO’s in South Africa. 

 

Referencing their Website, www.ngopulse.org, 10th March 2012, tag; about SANGONeT, Vision and 

Mission:- 

“SANGONeT's vision is to be a strategic leadership organisation influencing social transformation 

through ICTs. [Information communication technologies] 

We strive to contribute to a just, equitable and prosperous Southern African society, where the impact 

and contribution of sustainable development programmes are supported by appropriate, relevant and 

affordable ICT solutions. 

SANGONeT's mission is to support the effective use of ICTs in Southern African civil society 

organisations by providing quality services and initiatives.  

We exist for the purpose of facilitating access, sharing information, building capacity, raising 

awareness, enhancing reach and impact, and linking people and organisations through the use of 

ICTs in Southern Africa.” 

 

It can be seen that the NSSD has already influenced the mission statements of organisations such as 

SANGONeT making them excellent partners for participation – especially considering their skills base 

in ICT. A large number of transdisciplinary NGO’s are networked within an organisation like 

SANGONeT so bringing them to into the participation process would be strategic. In turn a large 

portion of the members of these NGO’s will be private individuals so networking these NGO’s would 

also reach individuals. 

 

Looking again across South African civil society for similar ‘parent’ organisations who network smaller 

organisations that display an affinity for sustainable development objectives one might look, for 

instance, at the churches. 

A review of the South African Council for Churches website, www.sacc.org.za, 06 March 2012, found 

that they are coming out; 1. in defence of the poor in an article on breaking the grip of poverty, 

inequality and jobless growth, and another article on the effects of the Gauteng e- tolling project on 

the poor; 2. in support of health, reporting the latest on HIV aids related issues; 3. In support of 

Education in articles on the teacher teaches and learners learn act, and 4. in support of 

sustainability issues with concerns for Climate change in an article from COP17 on China urging the 

carbon quartet (USA, China, Australia, Japan) to end carbon their insensitivity towards carbon 

emissions.  

Again to look at their Mission and vision statements would provide a fair idea of their interest in 

participation in the NSSD. 

SACC Mission Statement - The SACC works for moral reconstruction in South Africa, focussing on 

issues of justice, reconciliation, integrity of creation and the eradication of poverty and contributing 

towards the empowerment of all who are spiritually, socially and economically marginalised. 

SACC Vision Statement - The SACC as part of the Body of Christ is a communion on a pilgrimage 

promoting Justice, Dignity and the Fullness of Life. (www.sacc.org.za) 

 

If we look back on some of the concerns arising in the literary reviews in Part A we can see that 

although the mission and vision statement of the SACC is essentially religious – the concerns for 

moral reconstruction, justice, poverty eradication, dignity and fullness of life are congruent with and 

relevant to the aspirations of Sustainable Development. 
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Bringing the debate to the people: a Systems Theory application 

 

In the same way that SANGONeT has created a portal for all South African NGO’s it seems there is 

scope for an internet/web based portal that focuses on Sustainable Development, which could lead to 

the establishment of a connected network of Civil Society and affiliated NGO’s, all focussing on 

congruent aspects the Sustainable Development agenda. Administration of this internet portal will 

lead to the setting up of a national “watchdog” with the special capacity to network civil society and 

government on all issues of Sustainable Development. 

 

Being an open physical and human network system it is possible include Systems Theory principles in 

its design. Inputs would be possible at all levels of the system. Feedback loops would allow for 

monitoring, review and evaluation between actors. Linking up with government, feeding back into its 

own review process will increase levels of participation. The monitoring, review and feedback 

functions which the NSSD calls for, would be default functions of the system. If the systems 

architecture were guided by Systems Theory, it could in future act with artificial intelligence, (AI) 

eventually take on a life of its own and become increasingly constructive and self regulating.  

 

With the potential to become a ‘catch net’ for any interested actors it would also function as a forum 

for the development of an accessible and inclusive action plan of Sustainable development powered 

by the people. It would have the potential to drive monitoring, review and feedback functions. 

In addition to the usual logic the system could carry a “Sustainable Development Imperative” (SDI) – a 

plug-in application that could run alongside or within any network system.  

 

Simplistically, the SDI would scan and filter activities on the network system, highlighting or reporting 

on events tending towards unsustainable occurrences, raising an alarm of sorts which might require 

manual adjustment and learning by a human operator. The system could make recommendations on 

how to correct the unsustainable occurrence and go on to suggest preventative measures that limit or 

ensure there is no recurrence. Learning from the network with SDI would be transferred back to the 

actors via the operators. 

 

Similar to the feedback loops in Systems Theory, these network loops will propagate and have the 

capacity to learn by way of a reiterative process. Most loops in human systems are open and 

dynamic, requiring constant input and adjustment. It may be that eventually, all new systems, human 

and mechanical, become guided by Systems Theory logic with SDI and artificial intelligence to drive 

“Sustainability Algorithms” that self regulate and reinforce only those aspects of the system that 

achieve compounding efficiencies and are relevant to the ultimate quest to guide and achieve 

Sustainable Development! 

 

Even as humanity attempts to reprogram itself to meet the challenges of Sustainable Development so 

it may be that there are similar emerging mechanical and hybrid systems that will be programmable - 

using Systems Theory with SD imperatives - to reflect this. 
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Conclusion 

As introduced in Part A of the paper, the overall field of discourse on Sustainable Development is at 

once flourishing while at the same time there are concerns that a new definition may be needed to 

reinvigorate and reinforce the debate. The literary review in part A facilitates a brief overview of this 

discourse and leads the author’s notion that Systems Theory plays an important pivotal and binding 

role not only in the guidance of Sustainable Development practice but also in its discourse. Through 

the simple application of one of the main tools used in Systems Theory, an ‘assessment map’, a 

graphic field is generated in which the various worldviews of Sustainable Development practice are 

‘mapped’. The weighting of the various worldviews observed in this assessment map support the 

assertion that there is insufficient discourse at the ‘lay’ level, the level of the people. Part A concludes 

that since participation is one of the main tools in Sustainable Development practice and theory, the 

evidence that is required to support this assertion must be found by looking at the components of this 

participation.  

 

In Part B of the paper, in application of this search, firstly a set of interviews positions the independent 

development practitioner (people, civil society) relative to support from Government (power, policy). 

The interviews, finding all practitioners in a quest for a more integral and holistic form of sustainable 
development, support and action from government, are evidence of a need for greater contact 
between themselves and the other actors; NGO’s and particularly government. A review of policy from 
Government, namely People-Planet-Prosperity: A Strategic Framework for Sustainable 
Development in South Africa, (NFSD) Chapter 4, Making it Happen - finds evidence that new policy 
is in place to guide and frame the nations development path and to facilitate the participation process 
and the inclusion of all national actors in the theory and practice of Sustainable Development.  
 
Thereafter a review of the 2009 WWF Report: Scorecards on best and worst policies for a green 
new deal is evidence that participation, monitoring and feedback is in place at an international level, 
so why is it not more evident at a national level? In the Cape Times Newspaper, dated 15 March, 
page 4, Trevor Manuel South Africa’s minister of Planning warns the South African government that a 
"developmental state [makes] no sense if it [is] incapable of delivering to its citizens - you first [have] 
to build a capable state who [are] accountable to citizens" . "So vuka (wake up) we need parliaments 
vigilance." Why is the state not reaching out, collecting recycled rubbish for example and leading in 
this way? This action needs political will. The policy is in place and the will is coming, but there is still 
a lack of urgency. Government also needs better understanding at the lay level!  
 
Next, while looking for Civil Society networks at the local level it was found that there are ‘internet 
portals’ and parent bodies which hold subscription access to various levels of civil society – already 
aligned with national ideals in Sustainable Development. Participation with these NGO’s, business 
and civic groups is already improving via the networking of these portals, parent bodies and their 
strategic alliances. 
 
It is therefore suggested that ICT (Information communication technologies) could create a network 
serviced by search engines with the express task of filtering out unsustainable practice and 
reinforcing “Sustainable Development Imperatives” (SDI) that are programmed into the network 
system. The network would also function as a catch net for emerging practitioners, organisations and 
individuals and a forum for the development of an accessible and inclusive action plan of Sustainable 
Development. This network system would, in turn link to government, feeding back into its own review 
process and increase levels of private-government participation, monitoring, review and feedback 
functions as called for by the NSSD. As these networks establish themselves as dynamic interlinking 
systems they could be guided in their architecture by Systems Theory and SDI in order that they 
become increasingly self regulating and constructive in the quest for an ever increasing “Sustainable 
Development Imperative”.  
 
Eventually it may be possible that all new systems, Human and technical, are guided by new Systems 
Theory logic with enhanced AI with built in sustainability algorithms that self regulate and reinforce 
systems strengths in the quest to achieve compounding efficiencies and ultimately a well practiced 
culture of Sustainable Development. 
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Transport and preservation have cured the hunger of season and place and provide us with abundant 

variety.” (Orr, 1957:57) 
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